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About This Software

A vector field is a uniform grid of vectors that can be used to influence the motion of particles. Basically, each point on a 3D
grid imparts a force on nearby particles. Vector fields can be used to make super cool particle effects, but the fields aren't easy
to make themselves: typically fields are painstakingly authored by some arcane process in 3D software or by a generator script.

Painting them in VR is much more intuitive. Vector Field Painter lets you do that, and is also usable with keyboard and mouse if
you don't have VR gear.

This tool lets you paint and visualise 3D vector fields in real-time, inspect the results from all directions, and save them out to
.FGA format for use in other software, or your own games. You can also import your own existing vector fields, modify them in
the tool and save them out again. This could save you a lot of time if you're already making use of vector fields, or make them

more accessible to you if you aren't yet.

This tool is made in Unreal Engine 4 and includes its UE4 project files and code, so you can make your own modifications to
the tool, or, if you're working on a UE4 project yourself, you can import the entire tool into your project and paint vector fields
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in your own environments, onto and around your own objects.

The tool is reliably performant editing vector fields up to a resolution of 16x16x16 (4096 grid points); performance creating
vector fields at higher resolutions depends on your hardware and whether you're using VR mode. Default options go up to

64x64x64 (262,144 grid points); the UE4 project files can be modified to allow higher resolutions.
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Good
------

Great game

Good grafics

Final fantasy style RPG
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Down sides
------ -----

SO LAGGGGYYYY
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall 8/10. This Game is Really in Early Access. I guessed this is the best game from Turkey before i bought the game. I have
Gtx1070 but i have 40 fps in game :D when i shot from head my fps is dropped to 20 fps. Have Good optimization issues. The
cinematic parts of the game arent 1080p this is 360p absolutely. and the sounds arent so good for Turkish language.
__
Oyun ger\u00e7ekten Erken Eri\u015fimde. Oyunu sat\u0131n almadan once Oyunun T\u00fcrkiye'nin en iyi oyunu
olacag\u0131n\u0131 tahmin etmistim fakat beni hayal k\u0131r\u0131kl\u0131g\u0131na ugratt\u0131. oyunda 40 fps
al\u0131yorum headshot yedigimde oyun 20 fps e dusuyor. Optimizasyon sorunlar\u0131 var. sinematik
k\u0131s\u0131mlar\u0131n\u0131n goruntu kal\u0131tes\u0131 gozume guzel gorunmedi. Sesler asl\u0131nda iyi fakat. her
mermi yedigimizde turkce dilinde arkadan ah oh sesleri geliyor ve yaklas\u0131k 3 san\u0131ye boyunca devam ediyor. ilk
operasyon icin konusmak gerekirse harita ozgurlugu s\u0131f\u0131r. Oyunun cok gelistirilmesi laz\u0131m. Daha fazla
oynamaya dayanamad\u0131m.

. This is probably one of my favorite games in a long time. You basically need to build algorithms and get the job done, but
don't have to worry about debugging because of syntax errors. You can run several games really quickly and constantly be
thinking about what new strategy you apply.. Took me and my mate around 2 hours to finish this game. I was ♥♥♥♥ing
screaming when i heard footsteps and my friend couldn't hear anything but me because his headset wasn't working. The whole
time i was ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ myself but to be fair i don't handle horror games well, even when i got use to it i tensed up every time
i left the "safety" of the boiler room not knowing if that little flying ♥♥♥♥♥ was behind me or about to come around the
corner and suck my soul from my body. My Favourite part was when me and my mate were certain she was upstairs so i forced
him to take the lead and as we ascended from the depths of the basement she flew around the corner and yoinked his soul so me
being the good friend i am ran back to the boiler room. Buy this game if ya wanna have some fun with some mates or scare that
one friend who can't handle♥♥♥♥♥♥like me. the best\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of steam, and no refunds. This
is terror, head-on!

Oh wait.... Not so much an FPS as it is an arcade style score-fest played in the first person...with shooting. There isn't really any
story or danger, just sets of stuff to shoot and points to acrue by shooting said stuff. Not bad if you're feeling like honing your
skills in a noncompetitive environment.. An interesting puzzle game. Easy to pick up and understand. Decent music. Not much
to say about it. Somewhat neat twist in concept of the standard "match these colors in pairs\/threes" games, like Bejeweled or
Columns, from the Sega Genesis era. While I enjoy it, I recommend it only for the casual puzzle player. The mechanics are
simple to learn, and most games pose absolutely little to no challenge until much latter in levels.. Buy this game, Chickens!. Only
for cards !@!!
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I played this game.

I played the whole thing.

A person spent $2 in order to have me stream myself playing this game.

Every single line of text in this game revealed that this game is just incredibly incredibly sad. This game's writing is the saddest,
most depressing, most pathetic, most cringeworthy scum I've read in a while. Everything about the game comes across as almost,
but not quite, being something entirely unlike satire, and it is a perfect encapsulation of Poe's Law. I cannot tell if the game is
meant to be a satire of romantic visual novels because everything the game does comes across as so sincere that whatever level
of irony they may have been operating on has disappeared. If the game isn't a joke, then it is a creepy, terrible game about a
horrid protagonist (or as the page description says at this moment in time, "protgonist") who is thoroughly unlikable and spends
all of his time being as much of a creeper as possible. If the game IS a joke, then it does a terrible job with its joke because its
joke is essentially just doing the same exact things it'd be doing if it was being earnest, except maybe with the added "haha just
joking, just pretending!!" as if it makes the entire game any better.

In summary:

The main character wants to bang his game console. Also, he's a terrible person, and the game is terrible, and everything is
terrible, the dev made a bad game and they should feel bad for making a bad game. Nice Game :D. Filled with bugs, unable to
finish the game. Review Writen on: 27th November 2014

10/10! Such a great and simple concept for a video game! I love the art style of the game and overall just love the stealth
gameplay through the whole game. The title of the game "The Marvellous Miss Take" is pretty clever which makes me like the
game even more. Throughout the game you learn how to beat certain levels and how to get around certain art museums.The
challenge's to get a fast time and to get the bonus objects just makes the game so much better! I would reccomend getting the
game while it is on sale at (50%) off. So far there arent any bugs in the game which I have noticed but if there are I will still love
the game for what it is worth. Hope the developers keep updating this game and maybe in the future they could make free DLC
which would extend the gameplay just an extra hour or so.

- Simon. This game is not fun. Glitchy at times. Kept falling through a platform, preventing progress.

2\/10. i didnt need another god simulator to point out that i would suck as one but here we are.

dev is mvp with the frequent updates.
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